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ITEM 6(a)

Application Number: 20/00551/FUL
Description Erection of new Temple and Community Hall (Use Class D1) and associated
works including access, parking and landscaping.
At Land to the East of St Agnes Way, Tattenhoe, Milton Keynes
For Mr R Kammela
Statutory Target: 27 April 2020
Extension of Time: Yes – 30 June 2020
Ward: Tattenhoe

Parish: Shenley Brook End &
Tattenhoe

Report Author/Case Officer:

Richard Edgington
Senior Planning Officer

Contact Details:

01908 252346
Richard.edgington@milton-keynes.gov.uk

Team Manager:

Myles Joyce
Interim Development Management Manager
Myles.joyce@milton-keynes.gov.uk

UPDATE PAPER
1.1

Since the publication of the committee report a further representation has been
received from Cllrs Anthony Brown and James Lancaster as Ward Members and
Shenley Brook End and Tattenhoe Parish Council on behalf of local residents. This
representation is attached in full.
Location of Community Facilities/Sustainable Transport Network

1.2

Within the representation received it is acknowledged that concern has been raised
in relation to Policies CC2 and CT2 of Plan:MK (2019).

1.3

The pre-text to Policy CC2 of Plan:MK states that; Community facilities such as
meeting places need to be accessed by not only local residents but also by people
from across Milton Keynes, to enable them to be economically sustainable.
Therefore, they are best located on sites with suitable links to public transport ‘or’
with sufficient parking facilities. Officer’s assessment in relation to parking is
presented in paragraph’s 7.31 – 7.36 of the report, where it is concluded that given
that the adopted parking standards are me that this is sufficient in terms of provision
and accords with Policy CT10.
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1.4

Part A.1 of Policy CC2 sets the presumption in favour of locations for community
facilities to be within or adjacent to Central Milton Keynes and Town/District and Local
Centres, which tend to be well served by sustainable transport links. However, Policy
CC2 does not preclude the siting of community facilities in other locations, subject to
the criteria outlined in Paragraph 7.4 of the committee report.

1.5

In this case the site is located within a residential area which does benefit from a
well-connected redway and nearby bus stops. The site also provides sufficient
parking provision in policy terms given that the adopted parking standards required
by the council’s adopted SPD are met in full. There is a policy conflict between
Policies CC2 and CT2 of Plan:MK in that CC2 allows for community facilities to be
located out of central locations, subject to appropriate car parking facilities being
provided, whilst CT2 requires developments to minimise the need for travel.

1.6

However, whilst this conflict between adopted policy exists, it is considered that when
considering the planning balance and the presumption in favour of sustainable
development. That given that the development provides parking facilities in
accordance with the adopted parking standards, alongside safe access points for all
users into the site. The promotion and delivery of other means of sustainable
transport can be secured within the conditioned travel plan, therefore cumulatively
whilst there will be a higher likelihood that there will be an increased requirement to
travel to the site by virtue of its location. Given the absence of other suitable sites
and the culmination of measures including the travel plan, parking provision in
accordance with the adopted standards and existing travel connections, this is
considered on balance to be acceptable.
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Submission in respect of Item 6(a) – App 20/00551/FUL

Planning application 20/00551/FUL
Erection of new Temple and Community Hall., Land east of St Agnes Way,
Tattenhoe, Milton Keynes.
The local residents, Ward Councillors and Shenley Brook End and Tattenhoe Parish Council have
reviewed the documents associated with the above application. They have also reviewed the
planning officer’s report which will be presented to the Development Control Committee on 5 th
November 2020 for determination, with a recommendation for approval. This document outlines
the many areas where this proposal does not comply with development plan policies i.e. in this case
Milton Keynes Plan:MK (2019), the National Planning Policy Framework (2020) and any other
material consideration.
Major Policy Non-Compliance
The table below outlines the major policy areas we believe this proposal does not satisfy and
therefore are grounds for refusal by committee.

Plan: MK
Policy

Comment

Policy
CT1- This is not detailed in the Planning Statement, so the
Sustainable
applicant does not qualify how this policy is met.
Transport
Network
The policy states that the Council promotes a
sustainable pattern of development in Milton
Keynes, minimising the need to travel and reducing
dependence on the private car.
The information provided in other documents i.e.
Travel Strategy is nothing more than an attempt to
pacify the Council that they have considered
alternative means of getting to the site other than
by car.
It does not provide any details other than bland
sweeping statements. The reality is that people will
rarely walk (unless they are very near) or cycle as
they will not be in the right attire for worship and
are unlikely to want to change from cycling gear and
also during inclement weather and during the
evenings/dark mornings will not want to do so.

Conclusion

Any travel plan needs to
be robust in terms of its
delivery and this plan is
nothing more than a
statement of intent that is
not feasible or realistic.
Any Travel Plan that is
agreed by the Council
should be subject to a
S106 Legal Agreement and
include robust monitoring
and enforcement.
The criteria to meet the
policy has not been met.
The requirements of the
NPPF have not been met.

We feel that a full Travel Plan dealing with what
mitigation will be put in place for events which
attract a large number of devotees should have
been submitted as part of the application. The
submitted Travel Strategy, in the words of the MKC
highways officer, ‘requires strengthening’ and it
does not deal with the additional pressure that
these events will put on the surrounding highways
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and transport network A detailed plan should be
available for public scrutiny.
Public transport in the form of a bus does not
adequately cover this site at regular and sufficient
intervals to make it feasible to use buses.
The reference to Park and Ride is spurious as this is
unlikely to happen. Firstly, it requires the
identification of appropriate sites, secondly it
requires those sites to be available and thirdly it
requires management and control. It is unlikely that
any third party would allow their site to be used for
this purpose particularly as they would not be able
to commit to the longer terms. Therefore, this
would not be within the control of the applicant
which is required and again should be secured
through a Section 106 Agreement.
The application will therefore rely on people using
cars hence the need for a substantial area of
parking.
The site is not only going to be used by people local
to Milton Keynes but will be a regional facility
(positioned between existing facilities in Leicester
and Reading). It is therefore even more unlikely that
public transport would be used.
We do not consider that the [proposal meets the
requirements of NPPF paragraphs 102 – 107 in that
it is not in a suitable location with easy and regular
access to public transport. Whilst Milton Keynes is
very well supported with cycle and walking facilities
by means of Redways it would be impracticable to
use these for the majority of the users.
The Travel Strategy uses mode of travel from the
Wembley scheme, with a PTAL rating of 6 (Excellent)
whereas, applying the PTAL methodology, the
Tattenhoe site would be likely to have a PTAL of 1 or
2 (poor)
Public transport – buses
The proposed site is not well-served by public
transport, and it is not easily accessed from
Westcroft Centre
-The 24 is a route from Bletchley bus station, goes
via Kingston and Newport Pagnell to Westcroft and
the Pavilion. Bletchley to Pavilion takes 1 hour 32
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Policy CT2Movement
and Access

mins. No service Sunday or public holidays.
Operates hourly to 18.12.
-The 25 again to and from Bletchley but nearest it
comes is Westcroft District Centre. Stops at 16.40.
-There is no direct through service in Tattenhoe on
Sundays or bank holidays at all.
-The 8and 8a bus is again Westcroft centred.
This is referred to in paragraph 6.46 of the Planning The criteria to meet the
Statement, but the applicant does not qualify how policy has not been met.
this policy can be met under the 12 criterion in Part
A.
The policy requires the development proposal to
minimise the need to travel, promote
opportunities for sustainable transport modes,
improve accessibility to services and support the
transition to a low carbon future.
As stated above the process is not just for a local
facility but a regional centre and is therefore a
destination in its own right. Travel cannot be
minimised and therefore the proposal does not
meet this policy.
We also do not agree that the proposal will not
have any impact on highway safety as referenced
to paragraph 109 of the NPPF

Policy D1 –
Designing a

The officer is correct in paragraph 7.28 when
describing that, 'It is not considered reasonable in
planning terms for a new development to remedy
an existing issue, and as such the pertinent
assessment in this case is whether the
development as proposed would exacerbate the
existing highways issues.' The current situation
around the area at both school drop-off and pick
times, and at weekends when the pavilion and
associated playing fields are in use, has been
highlighted many times by residents and users of
both the facilities. It is clear from these objections,
photos and videos of the local highways serving
the site that at the peak usage times, and further
journeys caused by the addition of the proposed
temple would have an inappropriate AND
DETRIMENTAL impact on the operation, safety and
accessibility of the local highway. It would also
result in further inappropriate traffic generation
and compromise highway safety.
This policy has 9 criterion. The proposal fails on a
number of these including that it does not respond
appropriately to the site and surrounding context

This is in clear
contravention of policy
CT2 of Plan:MK.

The use of planning
conditions and
informatives would not be
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High Quality
Place

and, does not completely satisfy the concerns of
the Crime Prevention Officer. Whilst design can be
very subjective the proposal, due to its design, use
of materials and ‘rust’ colour will portray an
industrial building that has been neglected with an
attempt to hide it by trellis and planting. This is not
appropriate in a prominent location and would be a
landmark for the wrong reasons. It is inappropriate
in the street scene.

appropriate and again
these matters need
addressing at this stage.
The proposal is contrary to
Plan:MK policies and The
NPPF (2020).

The NPPF emphasises the importance of good
design and quality buildings to create distinctive
places (paragraph 124).
Paragraph 127 states that:
‘Planning policies and decisions should ensure that
developments:
a) will function well and add to the overall quality of
the area, not just for the short term but over the
lifetime of the development
b) are visually attractive as a result of good
architecture, layout and appropriate and effective
landscaping;
c) are sympathetic to local character and history,
including the surrounding built environment and
landscape setting, while not preventing or
discouraging appropriate innovation or change
(such as increased densities);
d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place,
using the arrangement of streets, spaces, building
types and materials to create attractive, welcoming
and distinctive places to live, work and visit;
e) optimise the potential of the site to
accommodate and sustain an appropriate amount
and mix of development (including green and other
public space) and support local facilities and
transport networks; and
f) create places that are safe, inclusive and
accessible and which promote health and wellbeing, with a high standard of amenity for existing
and future users; and where crime and disorder,
and the fear of crime, do not undermine the quality
of life or community cohesion and resilience.
The proposal is neither sympathetic to the character
or history of the area, does not maintain a strong
sense of place, is not sympathetic to the local
landscape, does not support local facilities, is not
attractive and is not welcoming. Neither is it
innovative in its design but rather the design is
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associated with dereliction and decay. The site is
not within a seaport (some 100 miles from the
nearest coastline – MK is near middle England) and
the design is totally alien to the nature of the area
and the concept of a successful new town. The
design does not foster a sense of safety and security
which in turn could have a negative effect creating
a fear of crime.
The presence of Tattenhoe Sports Pavilion as a
development that departs from the residential
character of the area is not a valid comparison for
this proposal. The pavilion is set within the wider
expanse of playing fields and the physical and
landscaping separation from the residential building
means it does not affect the street scene. This
proposal does not benefit from the same setting
characteristics and would clearly be part of the
urban frontage of Holborn Crescent.

Policy D2 –
Creating a
Positive
Character
Policy D3 –
Design of
Buildings

The use of the building is not clear in terms of how
the community facility will be genuinely available to
local people and therefore it is not inclusive as
required by the NPPF.
The proposal does not create a positive character,
or a sense of place as required by the policy. Also,
the proposal will create its own distinctive character
but for the wrong reasons.
This policy has 9 criterion as well as sub criterion.
The proposal fails on a number of counts including:
•
•

•

•
•
•

The criteria to meet the
policy has not been met.

The criteria to meet the
policy has not been met.

The building will not create a positive
character for the area
It is not forward thinking design which MK
is known for. Instead the use of shipping
containers is old ideology and is totally out
of keeping with a modern and vibrant city
It does not provide a proper transition
between existing development and this
development but rather provides a rather
blunt adjunct which is discordant
The design does not create character and
interest (of a positive kind)
The building is not of exemplary design or
quality standard of material and does not
reflect the principles of Policy SC1
It does not relate well to existing buildings
in the area and therefore detracts from the
appearance and character of the area.
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Policy D5 –
Amenity and
Street Scene

Policy CC2 –
Location of
Community
Facilities

The proposal is inappropriate in that it does not
relate to the street scene and is overbearing.
The building is just 35metres from the closest
houses in Fife Court and stands at 7.8m, allowing for
levelling.
The proposal in not solely meeting the needs of
local people but is in fact a regional facility. Whilst it
is acknowledged that it is important to provide
suitable community facilities in Milton Keynes the
policy requirement is that it is for people within
Milton Keynes. There is clear evidence in the
application that this is a facility available for a larger
geographical area and therefore this does not fall
within this policy.
No consideration of the size, location, availability,
accessibility or developability of any of the sites is
identified in the ‘Site Selection Process Report’ and
as such the report should be considered
fundamentally flawed and woefully inadequate for
its intended purpose.

The criteria to meet the
policy has not been met.

The principle of this
development cannot be
supportive as it does not
meet the policy
requirements of Policy CC2
in Plan: MK.

The lack of detail of the
community uses needs to
be considered as part of
the decision making to
establish that this is truly a
practical and appropriate
community use.

The criteria to meet the
There is no evidence that the site selection process policy has not been met.
has considered all appropriate ‘non-residential
community facilities within, or adjacent to Central
Milton Keynes, town, district and local centres’ as The principle of the
required in policy CC2
proposal is not supported
by Plan: MK policy and
Whilst the officer clearly lays out the ways in which therefore the proposal
the scheme meets all the criteria of part 2 of Policy falls at the’ first hurdle’.
CC2 of Plan:MK, it is clear that part 3 of Policy CC2
is not met, and this is not referenced in the report. The requirements of the
The policy states planning permission will be
NPPF have not been met.
granted for, 'Residential community facilities
within housing areas preferably in locations well
related to local centres.' The proposed site is not
well related to a local centre and therefore the
policy is not met.
In addition, the primary use is suggested to be a
place of worship but also will have a community
facility. It is not clear whether the community
facility is realistic in view of the times the building
will be us as a place of worship as a temple. It would
be impractical to use it for community facilities.
The site is not located in a sustainable location and
therefore is contrary to the requirements
paragraphs 85-90 of the NPPF as such uses should
be located in Town Centres , district or local centres.
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Policy CC4 – As this is potentially not a facility for local people
New
and for residents on Milton Keynes this policy is not
Community
met.
Facilities.
The assumption would be that it would be available
for all aspects of the community but as the building
is to be used mainly as a temple for worship often
certain community uses are restricted by the
organisation due to beliefs, tradition or ‘laws’. Also,
they are often limited to members of their own
religion and not for the wider community.
There is also the practical consideration as some
community uses would not often be suitable within
the same building after certain community uses
which require the premises to be cleaned and
prepared for worship.
The policy states that proposals will be supported
where, 'The amenity of the surrounding area will
be protected by the use of appropriate planning
conditions to regulate hours of operation, numbers
of people attending and the range of activities
provided.' Whilst conditions can be imposed to
regulate hours of operation, conditions on
numbers of people attending and the activities
provided are not conditioned and any proposed
condition would likely fail the six tests. It is well
documented that there will be events which attract
around 300 people in a day. In addition weddings
throughout the year for 80-120 are mentioned,
many would say these are on the low side for
wedding guests. The applicant’s website also
highlights some events which attract up to 5000
attendees. A similar application (retrospective) by
the same applicant to Brent Council Planning
committee in February 2011 was recommended
for refusal on the grounds that the number of
devotees attending would have a negative impact
on residential amenity and on the transport
network. It also highlights that 'any conditions on
numbers of worshippers would not be reasonably
met and cannot be easily enforced …….. The nature
of the use is such that it is not appropriate for
worshippers to be turned away once the building
reaches capacity'.
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Other Policy Non-Compliance
The table below outlines other policy areas we believe this proposal does not satisfy, from the
information submitted as part of the application.

Plan: MK
Policy

Comment

Policy DS1Settlement
Hierarchy

It is not clear why this has been referred to as this
related to the settlement hierarchy in Milton
Keynes particularly in relationship to new homes
and jobs.

Conclusion

This has not been referred
or qualified by the
applicant in Section 6 of
the Planning Statement
(pages 25-32).
Policy SD1Please note the references by the applicant to this There are 19 criterion
Place Making policy in paragraphs 6.20 and, 6.23 in the context of within this policy. The
Principles for ‘Design and Impact on the Surrounding Areas’.
applicant has not
Development
demonstrated that the
In terms of design and impact on the surrounding proposal complies with
area reference has been made by the applicant to this policy.
SD1. 12 ‘Development incorporates visual cues to
aid wayfaring particularly from the grid road The reference to one part
network into areas of development, through the use of this policy is
of memorable landmarks, architecture, public realm misconstrued and the
design, and views and vistas.’
development cannot be
considered as a
Whilst the design of the building materials are memorable landmark! (at
different, this difference cannot be considered in a least for the right
positive way. In such a prominent corner and reasons).
junction on the strategic grid road the design in the The proposal is contrary to
context of shipping containers is inappropriate in a policy SD1.
number of ways.
The criteria to meet the
The site is not located on the coast (central UK policy has not been met.
geographically of the UK so furthest from any
coast), near any major river or waterway containing
commercial shipping and nor is it in any existing
industrial area where this form of design and
concept may be appropriate. The shipping
containers constructed to resemble wharf type
building is an alien feature and coloured in a rust
orange finish is certainly not appropriate.
The framework to hide the building to support
planting to hide the building is incomprehensible
and incongruous in the new town of Milton Milton
which is the most successful New Town in the UK.
Policy CT 3 - Again, this is referred to in paragraph 6.46 of the The criteria to meet the
Walking and Planning Statement. We have already commented policy has not been met.
Cycling
on this above in terms of the unrealistic
expectations by the applicants that people will walk
or cycle to the site.
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Policy CT 10- Referred to in the Planning Statement paragraphs
Parking
6.41 -6.46.
Provision
The proposal does not include any provision for
larger events. There are no details of these
additional events, but they are described as large
Events which suggests people driving into Milton
Keynes from a wider area. Indeed, the consultation
responses indicate interest in this proposal from a
wide geographical area.

The parking area will be
extensive (well over 50%
of the site) and will be a
mixture of tarmac and
gravel.
The criteria to meet the
policy has not been met.

The statement made that the applicant would
negotiate with neighbouring landowners to provide
additional parking is again unrealistic and out of the
control of the applicant and the Planning Authority
to enforce. Morrisons have refused permission to
use their car park at the District Centre.
The parking spaces identified is predicated on the
place of worship being the main use and the
community use is ancillary. This is concerning as
there appears to be no information regarding the
level of use. This is a mixed use development.
The parking area covers a large proportion of the
site showing the reliance of the car to get to the site.
The applicant has not provided any information
about the number of truly local people that would
use the building as a place of worship, either living
in the area or Milton Keynes. The likelihood is that a
large number of visitors will be from outside of
Milton Keynes and will rely on cars to visit the site.
The organisation would be coordinating a large
number of food deliveries. (21,000 meals per year
served to people in need, with festival etc catering
on top). This implies the need for on-site parking for
larger vehicles which would transport food in bulk.
The proposal does not make provision for this.
Policy FR1 It would appear that the matters raised at the early The criteria to meet the
Managing
stages of the application have not been fully policy has not been met.
Flood Risk
overcome.
&
The requirements of the
Policy FR2 –
Whilst officers may consider that the issues raised NPPF have not been met.
Suitable
by the LLFA can be covered by a suitable worded
Drainage
and enforceable planning conditions if planning
Systems and consent is given, it is important that MKC ensures
Integrated
that this is managed particularly as there are large
Flood Risk
areas of hard surfacing for the car parking. This is
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too important not to consider the details as part of
the consideration of this application.
The requirements of paragraph 163 have not been
met to satisfy the local planning authority that risk
of flooding on site and elsewhere have been
mitigated.
Policy NE1 – Although a PEA has been submitted with the
Biodiversity
application, no details of how the ecology will be
Opportunity
enhanced required by this policy and the NPPF.
Areas
Again, this is too important to leave to a planning
&
condition due to the scale of the proposal and its
Policy NE2 – use which may make enhancements difficult and
protected
impracticable and therefore, should be assessed at
Species and this stage of the application.
Priority
Species and The proposal does not meet the requirements of
Habitats.
Paragraph 170 of the NPPF in that it does not
&
demonstrate how a net gain in biodiversity can be
Policy NE3 - achieved
Biodiversity
and ecologic
Enhancements
NE6 We are concerned that the size and scale of the
Environmental proposal including special occasions will have an
Pollution.
impact of the residential amenities of the area.
There are other community facilities as well as
recreation facilities in the area including the sports
pavilion and no assessment has been made on the
cumulative impact of these used including the
operating hours.

The criteria to meet the
policy has not been fully
met.
The requirements of the
NPPF have not been met

The criteria to meet the
policy has not been met.
The requirements of the
NPPF have not been met.

In addition, no proper assessment has been made of
the impact of the cooking facilities, and distribution
of 21,000 meals referred to by the applicant. There
is no mention of flues and fans to remove cooking
smells to meet environmental standards. This
requirement is too important to be left to a post
decision planning condition.
We are further concerned about any external
amplified sound which often is required for large
gathering or for other purposes and should be
considered as part of the application.

Paragraph 180 of the NPPF requires:
‘Planning policies and decisions should also ensure
that new development is appropriate for its location
taking into account the likely effects (including
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cumulative effects) of pollution on health, living
conditions and the natural environment, as well as
the potential sensitivity of the site or the wider area
to impacts that could arise from the development.
In doing so they should:
a) mitigate and reduce to a minimum potential
adverse impacts resulting from noise from new
development – and avoid noise giving rise to
significant adverse impacts on health and the
quality of life;
b) identify and protect tranquil areas which have
remained relatively undisturbed by noise and are
prized for their recreational and amenity value for
this reason; and
c) limit the impact of light pollution from artificial
light on local amenity, intrinsically dark landscapes
and nature conservation.
In view of the lack of detail and assessment these
requirements are not met.
Policy SC1 - The application lacks any details as to how this is to The criteria to meet the
Sustainable
be achieved. Again, this is important that and policy has not been met.
Construction
cannot be left to planning conditions.
Conclusions
This proposal is unacceptable for a number of reasons, including the principle of development. It is
evident that details are missing in many areas and there is also a lack of clarity in many areas. There
are clear policy areas which this scheme does not, and indeed cannot, comply with.
Approving this scheme would have a hugely negative affect on the immediate residential area,
Tattenhoe Pavilion and Giles Brook School. There is no doubt that this scheme in this location will
serve to exacerbate the current highways and parking issues around St Agnes Way.
The proposal is not solely meeting the needs of local people but is in fact a regional facility. The
strength of feeling in the immediate local community should not be underestimated. The number of
representations on this application has been huge, and the comments from residents of Tattenhoe
have been around 85% in objection.
With all the above points in mind, we urge the committee to refuse this application for the following
reasons:
Reason for refusal – Policy CC2
The scheme does not meet the requirements of part 3 policy CC2 of Plan:MK as it is located within
an housing area not well related to a local centre. This is also in contravention of paragraph 85 of
the National Planning Policy Framework.
Reason for refusal – Policy CC4
The scheme does not comply with policy CC4 of Plan:MK due to the negative impact on residential
amenity caused by the numbers of people attending and the range of activities provided.
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Reason for refusal – Policy CT2
The proposal would have an inappropriate impact on the operation, safety and accessibility of the
local highway. It would also result in further inappropriate traffic generation and compromise
highway safety. This would exacerbate the existing highways issues and therefore the proposal is
in contravention of policy CT2 of Plan:MK and paragraph 109 of the National Planning Policy
Framework.
Reason for refusal – Policies D1, D2, D3 & D5
The proposed design does not respond appropriately to the surrounding context and fails to create
a positive character for the area. The building would not relate well to the area or the current street
scene and is overbearing. The proposal is therefore in contravention of policies D1, D2, D3 and D5
of Plan:MK and paragraph 127 of the National Planning Policy Framework.
Thank you for your consideration.
On behalf of the residents of Tattenhoe, Shenley Brook End and Tattenhoe Parish Council, Cllr Anthony
Brown and Cllr James Lancaster
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Submission from applicant in respect of Item 6(a) – App 20/00551/FUL

Milton Keynes Development Control Committee Services
Dear Members,
Re: PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING 5.11.2020- Planning Application 20/00551/FUL
1. This is a formal representation from the Applicant in respect of the above Planning
Application to the Development Control Committee members to fully appraise the members
of the merits of the above Application, warranted by the distress and pain caused to Shirdi
Sai Baba devotees due to the actions of the very few who are opposing the Project.
Background
2. The Shirdi Sai Baba center has been in operation on Saturday evenings (in a hired hall in
Westcroft) since 2011 and the project to build a permanent Shirdi Sai Baba Temple and
Community Hall was initiated in 2015 to serve local minority community needs. Saibaba
devotees in Milton Keynes have had to wait a long time for a Temple, but this is close to
becoming a reality. This will be the first temple serving the minority community that fulfills
the basic right for place of worship for seven days a week with extended services to the
wider communities. The charity has already invested approximately £750,000 in the
community. The Application is recommended for approval by the MK planning officer
upon meeting all planning requirements including highway and parking regulations.
This is a technically strong Application in every respect and the important elements are
listed below.
3. Site selection – After conducting an extensive search for a suitable land, the proposed site
earmarked by MK Council for community projects and owned by Milton Keynes Community
Foundation was licensed to the Applicant in 2017. The Planning Officers recommendation
for approval conforms the Applicant’s compliance to the Plan MK Policy CC2 in respect of
location of community facilities. Detailed assessments and feasibility studies were
conducted on various sites before finalizing the choice of site. Once chosen, consultations
were made and endorsements received from the Chair of Shenley Brook End and Tattenhoe
Parish Council, the local Member of Parliament, the local Ward and Parish Councilors as well
as the Sports Pavilion adjacent to the site.
4. Public Consultation – Extensive public consultations were conducted by the Applicant. These
were held in three stages, as outlined below:
1) Door-to-door Public Consultation with the residents in the neighborhood in July 2018
through leafleting, direct conversations, and collection of feedback.
2) A Public Consultation held on 21 November 2018 at the Tattenhoe Sports Pavilion attended
by more than 30 people.
3) A Public Consultation held on 12 February 2019 at the Shenley Brook End and Tattenhoe
Parish Council Office attended by more than 100 people.
Expressed concerns of the residents were addressed, and clarity provided as below:
5. A parking solution welcomed by Giles Brooks School- The Applicant increased the number
of parking spaces in the temple car park to 55, which is above the requirement even for the
expected highest number of visitors on normal days throughout the year. No visitors are
expected during school hours and weekend mornings since the practice of the devotees in
all Sai Temples is to attend for prayers during weekend evenings and Thursday evenings. The
Applicant has agreed to share its parking spaces to help ease the current parking overspills
experienced by the Sports Pavilion and Giles Brook School during their peak times, made
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

possible through organizing different parking times for all the three organizations. The
understanding reached by the Applicant and the School are enclosed for your easy
reference. This would mean that the users of the Temple can use the School car spaces on
the three festival days in a year which are always scheduled on weekends. Unfortunately,
the Sports Pavilion was hostile to our offer. Nevertheless, the Applicant remains determined
to help the Sports pavilion with more car parking spaces during Saturday mornings. The
project will significantly ease the community stress caused by the parking in this area and
will significantly improve the living quality of the neighbourhood.
A Chapel and not Cathedral – The apprehension by some residents concerning the potential
volume of traffic attracted by the Temple is due to a lack of understanding on the nature and
scale of the Project. The proposed Temple and Community Centre is for the use of the local
community and is not a national destination. The right parallel would be that of a local
Chapel and not a Cathedral. The Planning Officer has recommended the approval of the
Planning Application based on the expert assessment and recommendation of the Highways
Agency, and the Travel Strategy submitted as part of the Planning Application. As such, the
Applicant has proven that there would be no adverse impact due to the excess traffic
generated by the Project.
Sound-proofed building –The Temple building meets the requirements of the expert
assessment carried out by acoustic engineers, Cass Allen. Their report is attached to the
Planning Application and approved by the Planning Officer. All measures detailed in the
Expert Report are to be implemented and approved by Building Control before the Temple is
opened to the public.
Not a stack of shipping containers – It is the Applicant’s desire to go green with the use of
recycled and recyclable shipping containers for construction, and this has become a concern
for some.
In fact, the innovative project will become an iconic building and we are very proud to
introduce this to MK. Development Control Committee Members will appreciate and
support an award winning innovative approach.
It is very distasteful to ridicule the proposed Temple as a stack of containers and an eyesore, as was done by the few who do not wish to see the Temple built on the proposed site.
In any event, the Planning requirements are met as evidenced by the recommendation for
approval by the Planning Officer.
A community in distress – The minority community in Milton Keynes was and is very
shocked by the ‘Stop the Temple’ campaign unleashed by some who are spreading
misinformation. Even the local Parish Council was used as a platform for such campaigning.
As they felt so let down by the authorities, the devotees took up the matter themselves
with the Parish Council reminding them of their Public Sector Equality Duties. However, the
‘Stop the Temple’ campaign that started in March 2020 is continuing through an online
petition and through installation of an unauthorized notice board on metal poles on the
proposed site (please see photo enclosed). The devotees are fearful of being marginalized
as a minority community from the previous experience of the Hindu community when a
Planning Application for a Temple in Shenley Brook End in 2011 was refused citing parking
and traffic problems only to find a Church built in the same site later. The community is
determined to respond to this injustice if history repeats as no one has right to deny the
basic need for a place of worship from the minority community.
Benefits to all – The benefits are not limited to one community but to all as given below:
1) Creates local employment
2) A Significant Economical contribution to MK (estimated £2-£4 Million)
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3) An education (Math’s, science, IT etc.) hub for wider community, promoting modern
education
4) Wider Community facilities such as hall hire / yoga / meditation class etc...
5) A destination for elderly people which improves the quality and care.
6) Education support center for children from disadvantaged families.
7) Special Neighborhood care.
8) Offers charitable services and support to those are in need.
Milton Keynes have about 115 churches serving the entire Christian community, 8 mosques
(9th one is under construction) serving about 10,000 people of Islamic faith and Zero temples
(open seven days a week) for approx. 10,000 Hindus. Please do not deny this facility to the
community.
The Applicant believes that this MK DCC will hereby approve the Application removing the
need to initiate the Appeal Process, which would be a costly affair and a waste of public
funds but which is bound to be successful.
Now is the time to give this facility to our community. We urge you to grant permission.

Yours sincerely,

(Mr……………………….., SHITAL)
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Written submission to DCC meeting on Planning Application 20/01176/OUT
Jenni Ferrans, Ward Councillor, Monkston ward
Firstly, my apologies for not giving a verbal representation at the meeting. I had an IT problem
initially and forgot that I’d not registered to speak. Please accept this written representation.

We accept the principle of development, as established in local plans for over 25 years. We
welcome the passing of the tree belt at the east of the site to the Parks Trust, to preserve both the
public space, the wildlife corridor, and the amenity of the residents backing onto the development.

On the application, I repeat my original concern that the access at Groveway is dangerous, with the
view of oncoming traffic obstructed by a bus shelter. This needs to be resolved, and needs to be
conditioned at this stage, since access is determined at outline level, if we are not to have more
accidents. I welcome the condition to require details of the access to be submitted for approval.

And then we come to the housing mix.
This application is based on a masterplan that comprises 45% flats. It is highly unlikely that this will
yield the SHMA mix of sizes, and it is likely that it will yield far fewer bedrooms than our planned
requirement. It is therefore imperative a. that we understand why this is necessary, and b. that we
ensure that the homes meet our actual requirements well. The housing officer has stressed that the
housing should meet the SHMA balance. This does not. She has stated that she is content to let the
outline permission go through, but wants further liaison, particularly if a balance significantly away
from the SHMA is proposed at the detailed stage. But there will, in reality, be very little room for
manoeuvre by that time, since developers will have agreed a price with a masterplan which will be
based on a particular mix of house sizes.

There is a further complication. The current masterplan assumes that some of the homes will be 1bed homes. We know that there is very little commercial market for these homes, so no doubt they
will be offered as affordable homes. However, the priority 1-bed market for affordable homes is for
supported accommodation. There is very little need for unsupported accommodation. And
supported accommodaition may have different needs, (eg disabled access) or need to be placed in
particular locations (eg a very quiet stable area) or be in the form of HMOs, or closed-scheme flats,
with communal space to encourage social interaction or ancillary space, eg counselling or interview
rooms. All of these need to be considered at the design stage, and I repeat: the VAST majority of our
priority requirement for single bedroom homes is for supported accommodation.

We would therefore ask you to strongly advise that the discussion should happen BEFORE the
detailed design of the site goes out to tender, so that the requirements can be stated in more
detail in the tender documents, and we can ensure that the housing received is suitable for our
needs. We appreciate that it may be this can only be an informative, not a condition.
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We have been told that this has arisen because the architects find that, if they assume a given
density per hectare, they simply cannot fit the requirements in into one hectare. This is a serious
issue that potentially goes much wider than this site. it implies that choices have to be made
between different aspects of our policy. And yet no choices are presented to DCC. The issue has not
been mentioned at this stage, and at any stage, a single proposal, not choices is presented.

The result is that choices which should be made by councillors are, effectively, being made by
officers together with developers. We believe that this needs to be addressed urgently. Work is
already going on to assess whether this is a general problem, or site-specific, and to what extent for
different typologies of sites.

We therefore ask DCC in its role as a council committee, to request that this work be given
priority, and that a workshop be held as soon as possible, between officers, DCC members, and
the Local Plan CAG members, to discuss the findings of that review with a view to developing
guidelines on priorities, and considering whether changes to our planning policies in future are
required.

We further ask DCC to recommend on this development that the development not be put out to
detailed tender until that workshop has taken place, since otherwise there would be a risk that
the resultant application, striking a different balance, would eventually be rejected by DCC. Again
we appreciate that this may need to be an informative, not a condition.

Our first priority in our Local Plan is to plan to house our residents. At present, we are failing. We
need to address the underlying problems with the system that are leading to that failure.

Thank you

Jenni Ferrans
Monkston ward councillor
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ITEM 6(c)
Application Number: 20/01432/FUL
Description Erection of two distribution warehouses with ancillary offices (Use Class
B8) and ancillary servicing structures, vehicle parking and manoeuvring areas,
formation of vehicular access, pedestrian and cyclist links, landscaping, ground
remodelling works, sustainable drainage, utilities provision and associated works.
At Land Off Bletcham Way Fenny Lock, Bletcham Way V7 To A5
For Log Lux Sarl c/o David Lock Associates
Statutory Target: 17th September 2020
Extension of Time: Yes – 6th November 2020
Ward: Bletchley East

Parish: Bletchley and Fenny Stratford
Town Council

Report Author/Case Officer:

Katy Lycett
Senior Planning Officer

Contact Details:

01908 252313
Katy.lycett@milton-keynes.gov.uk

Team Manager:

Myles Joyce
Interim Development Management Manger
myles.joyce@miltonkeynes.gov.uk

Updated Conditions
Due to the final written comments being submitted by Highways England which
confirmed that there are no objections there is no longer a requirement to word the
condition relating to landscaping with a caveat that the proposal may change. As a
result, the condition below (Condition 13) is now agreed and has been amended to
reflect that plans will not be subject to change so is essentially a condition of
compliance. The condition in the DCC report relating to Tree Protection (Condition 14)
is now longer required as the details have been previously submitted and are
acceptable and revised plans are not being sought as a result of the above.
Hard and Soft Landscaping
All hard and soft landscape works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
plans referenced; 7022-ALP-XX-XX-M2-L-00001 Rev B, 7022-ALP-XX-XX-M2-L00002 Rev B, 7022-ALP-XX-XX-M2-L-00003 Rev B , 7022-ALP-XX-XX-M2-L-00004
Rev B, 7022-ALP-XX-XX-M2-L-00005 Rev B, 7022-ALP-XX-XX-M2-L-00006, 7022ALP-XX-XX-M2-L-00007, 7022-ALP-XX-XX-M2-L-00008, 7022-ALP-XX-XX-M2-L00009 and 7022-ALP-XX-XX-M2-L-000010, prior to the first occupation of each of the
unit(s) to which the landscaping directly relates or the completion of the development
whichever is the sooner, or in accordance with a programme agreed in writing with the
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Local Planning Authority. If within a period of two years from the date of the planting
of any tree or shrub, that tree or shrub, or any tree and shrub planted in replacement
for it, is removed, uprooted or destroyed, dies, becomes severely damaged or
diseased, shall be replaced in the next planting season with trees and shrubs of
equivalent size, species and quantity. Thereafter the hard and soft landscape works
shall be maintained and retained in situ.
Reason: To protect the appearance and character of the area and to minimise the
effect of development on the area in accordance with Policies D1 and D2 of Plan: MK
(2019).
The application remains as submitted and the recommendation is as set out in the
report with the proposed amendments to Condition 13 and 14 as above.
Report Correction
Cllr. Gowans is not a Member of DCC.
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ITEM 6(d)
Application Number: 20/02159/DISCON
Description Details submitted pursuant to the discharge of conditions 16 (proposed
lighting plan), 18 (car park management plan) and 21 (mural scheme of re-erection)
relating to application 18/01469/FUL
At 22 - 24 Stantonbury Centre Purbeck Stantonbury
For Aldi Stores Limited
Target: 30 October 2020
Extension of Time: Yes - 10th November 2020
Ward: Stantonbury

Parish: Stantonbury Parish

Report Author/Case Officer:
Contact Details:

Team Manager:

Katy Lycett
Senior Planning Officer
01908 252313
katy.lycett@milton-keynes.gov.uk

Myles Joyce
Interim DM Manger
myles.joyce@miltonkeynes.gov.uk

Conservation and Archaeology Manager comments
‘As discussed, I attended a site visit on 29/11/20 with stakeholders and the site
manager. This was constructive and clarified the detailed methods in place and for the
re-erection, I am confident that the construction team intend to re-erect the mural as
sympathetically as is possible. We have received an updated method statement,
however there are some points of amendment that are required to ensure that DCC
approves a method that accurately reflects discussions on site and what is proposed.
These are set out in my email to the planning agent this evening. Subject to those
points being addressed, I am in support of the condition being discharged.’
Report Correction
Paragraph 5.6 should be amended to read that the mural faces away from the Aldi
site and towards the footpath/Redway and Public Realm beyond. Apologies for any
confusion this has caused. The location of the mural reinstatement remains acceptable
in principle in accordance with the Officer report.
Additional Representations
A further six public representations have been received since the drafting of the DCC
report. These submissions raise a number of comments and observations which are
summarised below:
- Concern that vehicles parking at the GP and Dental Surgery will be captured
by any car parking management technology and could be fined.
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-

Conflict between the Aldi visitors and GP and Dental Surgery patients.
Request for an improved pedestrian link from Aldi to the pedestrian crossing.
The mural will be hidden in the new location.
The mural would be better placed in a different location.
The mural will be prone to vandalism.
Facing outwards, the mural will not be visible to those visiting the store or
Surgeries.
The mural is an important part of the Campus heritage.
The re-rection of the mural will destroy the artwork.
The proposed new location of the mural is too isolated.
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MK Forum – The Civic Society for Milton Keynes
Further observations referred to as ‘Additional Submission 2 (dated 22 nd of October)’
are below:
1. Lack of Method Statement for Reassembly of Bicycle Wall Condition 21 of consent
18/01469/FUL requires the applicant to produce a “detailed scheme of re-erection”
including “all works associated with its installation”. We do not believe that the
submitted “Mural Relocation Strategy” document fulfils this requirement. It does not,
for example, reference the report from Lincoln Conservation submitted as part of the
original application and which referred to detailed cleaning (6.4) and post-removal tile
conservation (7.1). Are these to be undertaken as part of the work or will the wall be
erected “as is”? What will happen to the repair of the tile from which the core sample
was originally taken to determine the wall’s composition? (Lincoln Conservation
Report p9?) Accordingly, we believe that the requirement for a “detailed scheme of reerection” is not satisfied by the submitted documents.
2. Protection of Mural From Vandalism We have previously expressed our concerns
about the risks to the mural from the proposed location. We wish to draw Officers’
attention to the statements on the matter made by Lincoln Conservation (who have
advised the applicant as part of this application). Their original report (included within
the original application (18/01469/FUL)) reflected the situation that the mural might be
reinstalled in a horizontal position and suggested coating the mural with a graffiti and
crime resistant Apoxy (sic) resin that “will prevent the artwork from any accidental
damage or anti-social activity”(p31). Their second report (included with the Method
Statement (V6) prepared by Avonside Construction Management Ltd to discharge
Condition 19 of the original consent) contained the following wording: “The previous
Method Statement recommends an application of epoxy resin coating; however, this
will seal in any moisture, and soluble salts will be concentrated within the tile with the
potential for the disintegration of the body. This exchange of moisture should not be
impeded by impervious coatings. Depending on the final position of the mural, the
optimal decision would be to leave it with no coating”. It is clear, therefore, that the
applicant’s own consultant does not recommend that an antigraffiti coating be applied
due to the potential damage that could be caused to the tiles. Therefore, the measures
that can be taken to limit the potential damage from graffiti are 2 limited.
3. Close Boarded Fence We note, on revised drawing 140133-1400-P6, that a close
boarded fence is to be erected along the edge of the service yard and around the back
of Bicycle Wall. Its height is not noted but we assume that it is a standard 1.8m. This
seems a curious change because it now completely isolates Bicycle Wall from the site
and means that even its back cannot be seen by anyone (either Aldi’s staff or
shoppers) on a day-to day basis. It adds further support to our concern that the
proposed location will not be subject to casual day-to-day supervision from either Aldi
or their customers. We also note that the provision of this fence runs somewhat
counter to the statement from the applicant’s agent in the Update Statement (Updated
14 October) that “the area behind the mural is part of the operational Aldi site, and will
be regularly surveyed during the course of normal site operation…….The rear of the
mural is also highly visible…..and Aldi employees will regularly monitor the area in the
course of their normal duties to maintain the site”. This does not make sense if there
is a 1.8m fence at the back of the mural.
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4. Next Steps We have spoken to Lesley Durbin (Jackfield Conservation Studio) a
noted specialist in the field who objected to the original application and is referenced
in the Lincoln Conservation report. In her view, in a situation such as the one with
which Aldi is now faced, she has never known a case where the tiles are not removed
from their backing prior to reassembly. It therefore seems to us that the following needs
to occur: a. We believe that Aldi should employ a qualified ceramic tile specialist to
oversee the artistic and practical re-erection of the tiles. b. The tiles should be removed
from site, have their brick backings removed, and be properly cleaned whilst, at the
same time, any appropriate conservation work is undertaken. c. The tiles should be
placed on the new brick wall under the supervision of the specialist to ensure that, as
far as humanly possible, the tile joints widths match those of the original mural. d.
There should be a proper Method Statement for the erection of the new wall and the
placement of the tiles upon it to reflect the above. We continue to be of the opinion
that i) as previously identified, the proposed method of reerecting the mural is unsound
and ii) the proposed location of the mural places it at high risk of damage from
vandalism and that the application should be rejected.
A further submission (including attached photographs) from MK Forum is contained
within this Update Paper (dated 4th of November 2020) highlighting the following
issues:
1. Inappropriate location.
2. Unclear methodology for reconstructing bicycle wall.
These issues have been addressed in the Officer report and also through recent
discussions between key parties.
Updated Method Statement
Following a recent site inspection and correspondence between a number of parties
a request has been made for a final iteration of the Method Statement to be drafted to
encompass all recent discussions and to allow for clarification and corrections where
appropriate. This is currently being drafted and a further verbal update will be provided
prior to the application debate to highlight the Council’s position on this and will
highlight the key issues.
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The Civic Society For Milton Keynes

PLANNING APPLICATION 20/02159/DISCON
22-24 PURBECK, STANTONBURY
(BICYCLE WALL)

We thought that it would be useful to provide an update of our position to draw together a number of
submissions and discussions over the past month or so.
Firstly, it is important to point out a fundamental error in the Committee report in Section 5.5 and 5.6. It is
stated that “The new location is considered to offer the greatest level of opportunity for public view and
appreciation in addition to the highest level of surveillance from the store site” and “the mural is to be set
facing into the Aldi site so it will be clearly viewed when entering the car park but also could be viewed from
other points within Stantonbury Campus”. Both these statements are demonstrably untrue: under the
proposal the mural will face out of the site not facing it and it clearly cannot be viewed when entering the car
park. Furthermore it will not enjoy the “highest level of surveillance from the store site” – there will be none.
These are particularly critical points in relation to the matters below.
We have objected to this application on two grounds: 1) The proposed location is inappropriate and 2) The
methodology for re-erecting the mural is unclear and could risk damaging its artistic integrity.
1.

INAPPROPRIATE LOCATION
We were pleased to be involved in an initial meeting to discuss the relocation of Bicycle Wall once the
decision had been made to build the Aldi store. We had assumed that we would be part of a working
party going forward but this did not happen and we do not understand why.
We do not think that the proposed location is appropriate for Bicycle Wall and, fundamentally, we think
that there is a better site available. We accept that the alternative site that we are proposing cannot be
considered as part of this application but we feel that the current site can be rejected by DCC in the
confidence that a better alternative is available.
We feel that the proposed location is wrong for the following reasons:
a. Bicycle Wall was created to be an integral part of the Local Centre such that it would be seen by
shoppers, schoolchildren and visitors alike. The proposed location removes this connection – contrary
to the Committee report, it cannot be seen by shoppers using Aldi or the adjacent Health Centre and
Dental Suite – it will only be seen by people using the adjacent redway. It cannot be seen by people
using the V7 other than the briefest of glimpses by northbound traffic (on the far, northbound
carriageway). The V7 is not a bus route here.
b. The screen planting between V7 and the redway means that the only views of Bicycle Wall for people
walking or cycling along the adjacent redway are oblique ones. It is not easy to stand back and view
the whole piece as one, which is one of the most fundamental ways in which to appreciate art.
c. The proposed location places Bicycle Wall at too great a risk of damage. It is unsupervised – it cannot
be seen from V7 (see above) and it cannot be seen from the Aldi site or from the Aldi car park. There
is no barrier between it and the adjacent redway. The mural survived (remarkably unscathed) in its
original location for over forty years, one of the reasons being, we suggest, because it was always
subject to constant subconscious surveillance from members of the public coming and going to the
Milton Keynes Forum, City Discovery Centre, Bradwell Abbey, Milton Keynes, MK13 9AP
miltonkeynesforum.org miltonkeynesforum@googlemail.com
Milton Keynes Forum is registered with Civic Voice
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shops. This will not happen in the new location. It will not be seen by shoppers and Aldi staff will
have to make a special journey to see it and check its condition. Even with the best of intentions, we
feel that this is unlikely to happen on a regular basis. There is no realistic way to protect Bicycle Wall
and, as a consequence, we feel that it could become a ready target for vandalism and graffiti. There
will also be no emotional pull upon Aldi to quickly rectify any damage in the way that there would be
if it were in a location that is readily visible to their shoppers.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 below show the location of the site and our suggested alternative.

2.

UNCLEAR METHODOLOGY FOR RECONSTRUCTING BICYCLE WALL
Bicycle Wall consists of handmade ceramic tiles that all vary slightly in size and, when they were originally
stuck onto the wall, their final positions were adjusted by eye by the artist, John Watson, to ensure that
the design flowed smoothly across the whole piece. As a consequence, while most of the joint widths are
consistent, a proportion are not – see Figure 4 below. Any reassembly method has to reproduce this
accurately to ensure that the artistic integrity of the piece is not lost.
The mural was dissembled by Aldi into c1200 blocks each comprising an individual tile with its brick
backing. The reassembly process is therefore akin to building a brick wall. However, unlike a
conventional wall, the cement joints between the bricks cannot be a standard 10mm but will have to vary
to accommodate the irregular tile sizes. Furthermore, the bricks have to be linked to the rear brick wall
at regular intervals by cavity wall ties (which need to be bedded into a 10mm joint) to ensure structural
stability of the whole.
Therefore, reassembly of Bicycle Wall is not a straightforward matter and it is important to have a
Method Statement that shows how the nuances inherent in the original mural will be accommodated.
Not only does a Method Statement clearly define the work to be undertaken but its very production
shows that its author has fully thought through the process that it describes.
As submitted for approval, the reassembly of Bicycle Wall has a variety of documents – a drawing; a
Relocation Strategy (prepared by the Planning Consultants) and a Risk Assessment and Method
Statement (by the brickwork subcontractors) – all of which cover various points but none of which is fully
comprehensive. For example:
a. The drawing is out of date because a) it shows the mural split into 2x2 sections and not individual
tiles; and b) it shows a constant joint width of 10mm between the tiles, instead of the variation that
existed before the mural was dissembled;
b. There is no drawing that shows the face of the wall with the reassembled mural – we all assume
that it will be big enough to accommodate the Bicycle Wall but this has not been demonstrated;
c. There is no reference anywhere in the documents to show how the contractor will undertake “post
removal conservation work” to any tiles that are currently damaged (which is specifically included in
a Method Statement that was approved as part of the discharge of Condition 19 but has not been
carried forward to this application);
d. The Planning Consultant’s Relocation Strategy refers to the need to adjust the mortar joints “to
ensure that the mural is recreated faithfully” but there is no similar statement within the (more
detailed) Method Statement from the brickwork subcontractors. Which, therefore, takes
precedence in the event of a dispute?
e. There is no reference in any document to the agreement made at a site meeting attended by the
Forum and David Stabler (Public Arts Trust) with Aldi’s contractor and Simon Peart (on 29 October
2020) at which it was agreed that Simon would be on site to observe the start of the reconstruction
process and satisfy himself that work was proceeding in accordance with any approval given.
We feel that it is vitally important that a work of art of the stature of Bicycle Wall should have a proper
suite of documents that are accurate and consistent between themselves so that both the Council and
the public can be assured that there is a proper procedure which, if followed, will ensure that the reerected Bicycle Wall matches the mural before it was taken down.
We are somewhat frustrated at this situation (given that this note is being written on the day prior to the
DCC meeting to decide the application) and that there are still significant matters outstanding. We see
no reason, however, why they cannot be resolved to our satisfaction but this is in the hands of Aldi.
We are very disappointed at the time that it has taken for a potential site for Bicycle Wall to be presented
to DCC (albeit that it is one of which we disapprove) given that the original planning consent for the
mural’s removal was approved at DCC on 1 August 2019. We are conscious that the construction of the
store is now nearing completion and aware that Aldi cannot occupy the building (which, we assume,
includes for the purposes of fitting out) until Bicycle Wall has been re-erected. It therefore seems
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obvious that there will be a period when there is an empty building. This is unfortunate and we
sympathise with the fact that this will cause inconvenience for the local residents but the whole
programme for the new building and the reconstruction of the mural has been under the control of Aldi
and groups such as ourselves can only react to the circumstances with which we are presented: we trust
that Aldi and others will appreciate this.
Whilst it is not part of this application, it is our assumption that reconstruction of Bicycle Wall in the
position shown in this application will require the closure of part of the adjacent redway which, in turn
requires a formal temporary closure order that would include a statutory public consultation period of
three weeks. We have asked Aldi’s agent whether this is correct but have not received an answer. As far
as we are aware, no application has yet been made.
It is important to appreciate that this application is concerned solely with the re-erection of a work of art
that was lovingly created and forms an integral part of the city’s artistic heritage. It is vital that we
choose the right site for it – a site where it can be both properly appreciated and protected: we do not
feel that the proposed site fulfils either of these important criteria, which is why we are asking for this
planning application to be rejected.
The following pages contain photos showing Bicycle Wall and the issues that we have referred to above.

4 November 2020
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Fig 1: BICYCLE WALL – PROPOSED LOCATION

Fig 2: BICYCLE WALL – SUGGGESTED ALTERNATIVE LOCATION
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Fig 3 POTENTIAL LOCATIONS FOR BICYCLE WALL

Fig 4 JOINT ISSUES
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Fig 5 BICYCLE WALL

Fig 6 BICYCLE WALL - Detail
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Fig 7 BICYCLE WALL - Detail

Fig 8 BICYCLE WALL - Detail
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